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Absfruct- Land cover analysis by means of remotely sensing
images quite often suggest the existence of fuzzy classes, where
no clear borders or particular shapes appear. In this paper we
present an image classification aid algorithm which shows as
its main output a processed image where each pixel is being
colored according to the degree of similitude to their respective
surrounding pixels. Such a processed image is therefore suggesting possible classes, to be implemented in a more sophisticated
image classification process. A key underlying argument for this
approach is the relevance of painting techniques in order to help
decision makers to understand complex information relative to
fuzzy image classification.

I. INTRODUCTION
Classical crisp image classification can be assimilated to
a search for objects. These objects have clear boundaries,
and a sudden change is expected in their borders. Moreover, we frequently have some a priori information about
their shape. This is not the case in many remotely sensing
classification problems (see, e.g., Jensen [ 1l]), where the
images quite often suggest fuzzy classes. When dealing with
land cover problems, for example, most natural classes do
not show neither clear borders or particular shape. Classes
show gradation between adjacent pixels, with no pattem in
their shape (see, e.g., Bezdek [6] and Bezdek-Harris [7]). In
fact, applications of Fuzzy Sets Theory to remote sensing
classification problems is becoming an active research field
(see, e.g., Foody [SI, Kerre-Natchtegael [12] and Pal et al.
[161).
Still, many differentfuzzy approaches have been tried in
remote sensing. For example, Amo et al. [2], [ 5 ] considered
a fuzzy classification model based upon an outranking model
developed in Pearman et al. [ 141 (see also Pemy-Roy [18] and
Siskos [21]). When applied to a particular remote sensing image, Amo et al. [2], [ 5 ] produced as an output an informative
picture showing the existence of gradation between different
regions, each one being associated to one color (see Amo et
ai. 151).
In general, we should not be expecting that a regular
decision maker will be able to manage fuzzy classes if they are
shown just by means of a bunch of numbers. These numbers
need to be organized in order to be managed, perhaps by
means of an unifying formula. But even simple mathematical
expressions are difficult to be managed by decision makers.
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For example, it is not so easy to define and understand
a Ruspini’s Fuzzy Partition (see Ruspini [ZO]). Developing
fuzzy representation techniques is an absolute need so decision makers can get a good enough understanding of fuzzy
information. Appropriate strategies for their decision making
should always be based upon such an understanding.
In particular. in this paper we present an unsupervised fuzzy
coloring algorithm, described as the successive application of
a basic binary procedure. A hierarchical structure of colors is
then produced, and each pixel is assimilated to a place within
such a structure of colors. A family of connected pixels will be
suggesting a class meanwhile color does not change and such
a class is considered homogeneous enough. Improvements
leading to more sophisticated algorithms based upon this
technique can be also tried, always pursuing some automatic
representation of images suggesting homogeneous regions and
transition zones. Main arguments about fuzzy classification
systems, as considered in Amo et al. [3], [4], should be
also taken into account in a later supervised analysis, where
additional information may exist.
Our main objective in this paper is to produce an unsupervised fuzzy coloring algorithm, so a summarizing picture
can be offered to decision makers in order to identify possible
classes. A main argument, at least within land cover problems
(see [l], [2], [ 5 ] ) , is that each fuzzy class has a core of
connected pixels, and surrounding pixels may show some
degree of similitude to that core. Hence, classification is made
pixel by pixel, but behavior of surrounding pixels has a strong
influence at every stage.
11. THEIMAGE

The image under study, I , is understood as a bidimensional
structure of pixels, each one being connected to its natural
neighborhood on the earth surface. Of course, each pixel
(information unit) will be characterized by a fixed number of
measurable attributes. These attributes can be, for example, the
values of the three bands of the visible spectrum (red, green
and blue), the whole family of spectrum band intensities, or
any other family of physical measures.
The information about our image is in this way summarized
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Anyway, once such a particular distance has been fixed.
we can proceed to define a fu77y graph (see, e.g., [I?],
I = {(xi, ....xL3) / ( i . j ) E P }
( l ) 1151. 1191) showing distances between numerical description
each pixel is being characterized by ,[ numerical Of contiguous pixels, atld then evaluate similitude between
jn
matrix 7’ identifies the associated contigUous Pixels.
measures, and the ‘*
Let us remind that given
set of pixels in which the image I is dtvided,
ah

I

P={(ij)/i=l

T

j=1

ca

G = (t.; ij)

(3

meaning that we 3re dealing with a rectangular picture with a fu7zy graph, 1,’ heing its node set and E being its fuzzy
edges, such a fuz7y graph is then characterixd by a matrix
v 5 pixels.
Hence, our \et of pixels P is being dcscrihed by means of
{
1 and {
1.
their Cartesian coordinates
(6)
in such a way that pixels ( ) and (
‘) cannot be linked if
and
I

’

pg : I.’ x

so two pixels can not be linked unless they share one coordinate and the other one is contiguous (see figure 1).

v -+d.I

(7)

i s the associated membership function. bach element pu E M
represents the intensity level of the edge { i , j ] for any i,j E
1.’ The set Af is linearly ordered in wch a way that p , , 4
pt ,J i n e a n ~that the intensity level of edge { ,j}is lower
than the intensity level of edge {z‘> j ‘ ] , allowing intensity
gradation. For example. intensity leves can be restricted to
thrcc dcgrees: null
low ’‘Y or high ”!>”
( L - ( / I , b, }).
Such a fuzzy graph can be also denoted as
’‘111’,

G = (y4
Notice that in case iI
a classical crisp graph:

I ~

{i 2

I

(8)

)

i.our fuzzy graph

c :becomes

if { i , j } E E
(9)
otherwise
Coming hack to our image classification problem. we can
then denote by

1

0

Fig. I .

Pixel network

Given such an image I, a standard crisp classification
problem pursues a nice partition, each region being a subset
Pixels, to be
a candidate for a
(not
classes with big degree of explanation and low variance within
each class are standard conditions for a nice partition, see E?]).
Quite often, the first classification stage implies a classification pixel by pixel, measuring some distance betwecn pixels
and certain patterns previously defined. Each pixel is then associated to those patterns. But in a second classification stage
we impose some struchirut property on pixels so munugenble
classes can be identifies (for example, we may impose that a
certain class should be a convex set of pixels).
In this way, a key tool under our approach will be also a
distance

d : PXP

-+ [Om)

(4)

between the mcasurcd properties of pixels. Such distance c m
be based, for example, upon the Euclidean distance in
(of
course, any other ud hac distance can be alternatively taken
into account). Obviously. the classification process will be
strongly dependent on &is distance d. to he carefully chosen
taking into account image features and classification purposes.
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Given an image I and a distance d between the measured
properties of pixels, the pixels .fuzz,v graph i s defined as the
pair
G T ) = (P.

Z)

Hence. our pixels fuzzy graph can he also characterized by
the set P plus two T x s matrices, D and D-. where

D:.j = d ( ( L j } >( i + 1,j ) )
for all ( , j ) { ,
} { , , } and

( 1 1)

D’
for all ( i , j ) E (1,.. .

(12)

d((i j) (i j H 1
(1;. . . . - 11.

we can therefoe denote our yixe,s~tzzy
(T,s)

I.

D:)

GG)by
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111. THEBASIC CO1.ORING A1,GORITHM

A c-coloring (see, e.g.. [ 171) of a classical crisp graph

G
is a mapping

e

:

1,'

+ {l>... , c }

(13

such that
aZ'>

#C(4

whenever {w. '} E E. Any c-coloring induces a crisp classification of the nodes set , being each class associated to
one color:

Vcr(k)= {C

EV

/ C(v)= k)

V k E (1;. . . : c } (13)
is defined on the set of

In this way, a partition
pixels,

(13

.

'The binary coloring procedure we propose as the basic
replicated procedure classifies two adjacent pixels as 0 and X
depending on the distance between them, when compared to a
prescribed threshold . Notice that a standard crisp approach
assigns the same class to any two pixels whenever such a
distance is small, no matter if they are not adjacent.
In order 10 define de first binary coloring procedure, we fix
a value ct.
Lets G,, denote the cr-cut of the fu'urzy graph GTi),
' e

Let

col P

(

-+

a>

7

(0, 1}

he a binary coloring of G,. The first binary coloring can be
then obrained by assigning an arbitrary color ("0' or "1") to
an arhiuary pixel, and fixing the order in which pixels will
be colored. We can svart, for example, with pixel (1,l) in the
top-left corner o f the image, and then pixels can be colored
from left to righl and from up to down, in the fallowing way:

with
/ $.
Our objective here is to translate into a fuzzy context the
classical crisp procedure in order to obtain a classificatio~~pf
pixels through a r~-coloringG of the pixel.cfuzzy grizplt [:(I).
in such a way that each pixel
p = (i.j)E P

(16)

will he classified as k E (1.. .. , c } whenever its associated
color is
C(p)-- C ( i , j )2 I;

In order to color a fuzzy grraph, lhe family of crisp 0-cuts are
considered:
Ea =
'>I l ' p . p ~ 2 (11

{can

In particular, wc propose to consider a basic crisp binary
coloring process, to be successively applied according to its
natural nested structure. leading in this way to a hierarchical
coloring of the image. The first binary coloring analyzes the
pixels set P. classifying each pixel p either as 0 or as 1. A
second binary coloring can be then applied separately to both
that subgraph generated by those pixels colored as 0 (to obtain
the classe\ 00 and Ol), and to that subgraph generated by those
pixels colored as 1 (to obtain the classes X a n d 11). In this
way, a +coloring C will be defined on G(1):if C ( p ) = k.
with k = G for instance, then the binary representation of
k -1
.? is 101, i.e., the pixel p will be binary colored
three times, respectively as 1, 0 and 1 (meaning that we have
considered three binary coloring levels).
A binary coloring of a graph

G=(TE )
i\ a particular case of a 2-coloring
col : I'

+ {0,1}

f o r a l l ( i . j ) ~ {*...~ . T } X { ~, . . . . s - 1).
Given a colored pixel ( i , j ) . the adjacent pixels ( i + l , j ) and
( i . j)i- 1 can be then colored in a similar way. But notice that
since pixel (i 1,j ) t 1 can be colored either from pixel (i
1. j ) or from pixel ii , 3 1 ,bath coloring processes may not
lcad to the same color (we can call it an incorzsi.srent coloring).
This m a n s of course that our binary coloring procedure is
also dependent on the particular ordering we have chosen for
coloring.
In the algorithm we propose, all pixels are being colored
at first, and then we look for a value o x assuring consistency.
Pixels are being classified either into a class "0"or a class "l'..
We then proceed to get a more precise color for both classes
(class "o",for example, will switch either into "00" or "01").
This is being done separately. by alternatively activating only
one of the classes already colored in a previous stage. Same
will apply in subsequent stages, in such a way that the above
binary coloring process is applied to those activated pixels
under consideration. i.e.. a subset of pixels P' C P. This
subset of pixels P' getting a more precise color at each stage
can be also characterized by a matrix uct such that

+

+

w t ( i , j ) = l , V ( i , j ) E P'

(19)

0 , V ( i , j ) $! P

(30)

and
(LCt(i,j)

Initially, a c t ( i , j ) = l,b'(i.j) E P.
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a new relaxed binary coloring procedure, allowing some few
inconsistencies (lets say one per cent of squarcs). Computational complexity will alw be addressed by fixing a small thc
number of iterations it (4 or 5. for example).
Let incratio be defined as the ratio of inconsistencies of a
binary coloring process, i.e.. the number of inconsistent pixels
divided by the total number of cquares subject to inconsisIf the key procedure, which we called bzncol, is applied with a tency, ( r - l)(s- 1).On one hand, large values of iricrntio
consistent value cy (see [IO]), the activated pixels will be again are associated to a low number of classes (the value a does
classified as 0 or 1, in such a way that two new classes are not needs to be decreased). On the other hand, the greater this
defined ("00" and *'Or.'). Analogously, another two classes, 10 value i~icratio.the greater the number of pixels with a wrong
and 11, will be defined when this second coloring process is color. Hence. we can look for some compromise between
applied to class 1,In this way. four classes are being obtained: these two arguments. Such a compromise can be attained for
"Oo", "01"* "10" and "ll",and clasified pixels can be then sniall inconsistency ratios. lets say 0.01. Each inconsistent
identified by the mapping:
pixel should be then isolated so that its inconsistency does
not induces inconsistency of adjacent pixel\.
C' :
---+ {0,1,2.0)
(22)
Given col be any binary coloring. then we proceed to assign
where C ( i , j ) i s the integer number associated to a binary new colors to every pixel. following a sequence still according
to the same order already considered in the previous binary
description.
The same coloring procedure can be successively applied algorithm (left to right and up to down).
Again, coloring process of the first row, from left to
to each family of pixels belonging to any previously defined
color. meanwhile there are adjacent pixels with potential right. does not produce inconsistencies, neither first vertical
inconsistencies. Hence. if this coloring process is successively coloring. Inconsistencies, if any, will appear when a horizontal
arc is being checked with an already verticallv colored arc.
applied t times, we shall be obtaining 2' classes.
It is important to point out that our coloring process is Let r t i r i r be the total number of those inconsistent pixels.
It can be checked that for each activated pixel ( i , j ) E P we
equivalent to a hierarchical classification procedure, where a
can
associate the value w c t ( i , j ) = 2 whenever such a pixel
set of nested clusters is obtained as output.
has not been yet colored, and ncl(i,j) = Z otherwise. Initially.
Iv. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
a c t ( i , j ) = 2 for all activated pixels ( i , j ) . Once a pixel
Indeed, the above algorithm has no polinoniial complexity. ( 7 . j ) IS colorcd, w f ( t . j ) = I if it is conAcnt); othcrwise,
In the worst case, the number i t of iterations attains the acf ( 7 . j ) = - I . A\ pointed out abobe, thcsc rnconsistcnl p1xc14
must be isolated in order to avoid contamination of adjaccnt
value I' x s - 1 and all color classes except one are void.
pixels.
In the limit case, when t tx,the coloring
Any inconsistent pixel can be arbitrarily colorcd. SubseP ----f (0.1. . . . 2 f - 1 )
quent iterations will smooth thc effects of such arbitrary
thus obtained can be understood as a continuous (0; 1)- coloring.
In order to avoid the exponential growth of computations
coloring. This continuous coloring can be viewcd as a g r q
of the coloring algorithm, the parameter i t can be bounded (in
(biack and white) coloring of the image. with the property that
the intensity difference ofthe color of two ad-jacentpixcls will this way we control the number of binary partitions). Let i t
be such a bound (a small value of it M will be allowing few
be proportional to the distance between them.
inconsistent
squares but computational time will increase 1.
Anyway. the above coloring algorithm is very inefficient
Once the value of i t l ~ha\
f been fixed. different values of
from a computational point of view, when handling real
~ 1 .must be selected: let
images. An appropriate decreasing scheme of parameter a,
allowing an acceptable ratio of inconsistent pixel squares, will
{Q't),L
be the core of the relaxed coloring algorithm we introduce in
the family of these selected values, it E (1,. . . ,i t n f } . A
the next section.
procedure we denoted as iietntlpha will return these values
into the vector
v. A RELAXED COLOKIKG ALGORITHM
The classification process induced by the previous binary
coloring can be rcfincd, in order to classify pixels of class
0 in two subclasses, by applying an walogous procedure to
each matrix w t , defined as

r

c:

Since we should be expecting the existence of quite a
number of inconsistencies when dealing with medium si7e
images, it may be the case that our decreasing search for a
consistent value of a reaches the value 0. Consequently, pixels
cannot be classified. In order to avoid such a problem, in this
section we propose to relax the constraint of consistency in
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The associated pseudocode for our relaxed coloring algorithm will be based upon the successive relaxed binary
coloring at different levels o r ! .
Details of all referenced and related procedures can be
obtained from the authors under request [ 101 (see also [91).
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VI. APP1,ICATION TO A PARTICUIAR IMAGE

The above algorithm has been applied to a standard image,
taken from the .MATLAB package (a water colored tree,
already considered by in [Z], reproduced here as a g r q picture
(see figure below).

In this particular MATLAR image main features seem to be
captured with only two iterations, i.e., four colors (see figure
below).

MATLAB image classified with it,zr = 2

Original MATLAB image

Hence, a sequence of binary classifications has bwn obtained, so a number is associated to each pixel and thc image
is divided into homogeneous regions of adjacent pixels. all of
them with the same associated number. In order to be able
to visualize these homogeneous regions, we have associated
a color KGB to each one of them, obtained as the mean of
the original color of pixels in each region. This mean color
represents an homogeneous class (notice that such a procedure
can be extended to other charrlcteristics not being a color
meanwhile the number we deal with three characteristics at
most). In this way we can paint our successive classifications.
In figure below it is shown results with only one iteration,
i.e., allowing just two colors (please take into account that
these are the g r q reproductions of the original pictures).

MATLAB imace classified with i t A n = 1

The above algorithm has been applied to several alternative images. in general obtaining very good classification
behavior with few iterations. Although we are aware of
potential misbehavior with extremely smooth images, these
results suggest no practical relevance when we introduce a
hound on the parametcr it (number of iterations) of thc above
relaxed algorithm. Since all basic procedures are polinumial,
whenever the number of coloring procedures is bounded (e.g.,
it 5 lo), computational complexity of the above relaxed
algorithm becomes polinomial.

VII. FINALCOMMENTS
The coloring algorithm we propose in this paper provides

as a main output a picture of the image, where a set of
different cotors shows a structured family of classes that can
he easily understood by decision makers and help them to
define classes. The sequential application of a basic binary coloring procedure brings crisp techniques into complex images.
allowing a first approach to a f k q picture of fuzzy classes.
raking very much into consideration behavior of adjacent
pixels. As any hcuristic approach, our algorithm is not free
of some potencial misbehavior, which will suggest future
improvements (for example, consideration of additional rings
surrounding each pixel, and not only adjacent pixels. can be
tried when we face extremely srnooth images with very small
variation between adjacent pixels).
Such a coloring algorithm should be understood as a
piece in a more sophisticated image classification process.
producing a firAt unsupervised classification that may give
interesting hints about the structure of the image under study.
In this sense, we think that f u n y coloring techniques should
play a key role in the future, in order to help decision inakers
to capture a global view of images containing fuzzy classes.
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